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Chapter 152 Ignition! Summer break! (1) 

 

Nian Yue did not feel anything. Although she was at the base most of the time, she did not miss any of 

the mock exams that she should have taken in her third year of high school. The students in the 

examination hall were already dumbfounded by her series of actions.Was she giving up on herself when 

she handed in her papers without even checking? 

 

The two-day examination finally ended. The moment Nian Yue left the examination hall, she felt 

extremely relaxed. 

 

In her previous life, she did not take the college entrance examination and spent all her time in the 

army. 

 

It was really not easy for her to take the college entrance examination like a normal person. 

 

After the college entrance examination ended, Nian Yue returned to the base. It had been almost three 

months since the examination ended and school reopened. It was also the last three months of training 

with a group of people! When Nian Yue received Shen Jinran’s call, she was looking at the data 

comparison. 

 

“Nian Yue, do you have time now?” Shen Jinran’s voice was filled with smiles. It was obvious that he 

liked Nian Yue a lot. 

 

“Go on,” Nian Yue replied casually as she took the pen. ‘The ‘Commander’ will be aired during the 

summer holidays. The post-production work here has been completed. I just want to see when you have 

time and need to attend the movie premiere.” When Shen Jinran spoke, he couldn’t help but feel proud! 

This was because Nian Yue had personally completed all the difficult moves. Every move was close to 

perfection, especially after the special effects were released. Even he was shocked! 

 

He had to admit that ‘The Commander’ was written for Nian Yue! 

 

She was An Shan personified! 



 

He dared to guarantee that this movie would definitely break the box office during the summer break! 

 

“I’m very busy at this stage. You should look for Jiang Yan.” Nian Yue rubbed her brows. Back then, she 

agreed to shoot the movie because she couldn’t stand Liang Yue’s acting skills. She didn’t know that 

there were so many things to do. 

 

She had always hated trouble. If there was something she could solve with her own hands, she would 

never say it. 

 

“Alright then, tell me when you have the time.” Shen Jinran hung up quickly. He knew that Nian Yue had 

a cold personality and did not like such crowded occasions. 

 

The trailer for ‘The Commander’ was completed. 

 

It was no surprise that with the combined reputation of Jiang Yan and Shen Jinran, the trailer for ‘The 

Commander’ had already shot to the top three of the search rankings. 

 

At the same time, because the female protagonist had quite a number of shots in the trailer and coupled 

with some difficult action scenes, she had already gained a large number of fans. 

 

“Ahhh! Have you guys watched the trailer for “The Commander”? I’m going to be obsessed with this 

cold and valiant girl!” 

 

“Replying to the commenter above, I have seen it too, she’s too cool! I dare to guarantee that even Jiang 

Yan is not as good as her in this fight!” 

 

“Little Miss is too handsome! I’ve already snatched the tickets to catch a glimpse of it first!” 

 

“Does the person above need to be praised so much? She’s a newbie who landed out of nowhere. Who 

knows what methods she used to get the female lead!” 

 



“That’s right! The role of the female lead was originally Liang Yue’s, but it was snatched away by her! I’m 

sure this makes her heart ache for our Best Actor Jiang. She’s acting with a pretty face. What will happen 

to her?” 

 

Soon, Jiang Yan’s “heartache” was quickly trending 

 

After all, compared to Nian Yue, who had no representative work in the entertainment industry, Liang 

Yue was clearly more popular. 

 

When Liang Yue saw the trending topic, she had just finished filming. 

 

Many netizens believed that Liang Yue was the original female lead of ‘The Commander’ but was 

intercepted, causing the director to change the female lead. 

 

The commotion on the internet became more and more intense. Before ‘The Commander could launch, 

there were already a few more hot searches on the internet. 

 

When Jiang Yan saw the trending topic, it was his assistant who reminded him, “Sister Yue is on the 

trending topic again…” 

 

He really wondered if Nian Yue was a magnet that attracts trouble. The previous time, she had already 

been on the trending search after filming. This time, the movie had yet to air and she was actually on the 

trending search again. 

 

Although trending on the search rankings was good for increasing one’s exposure, the movie had not 

been broadcasted yet. If it were to be trending on the search rankings now, it would only ruin one’s 

impression of it. 

 

Jiang Yan looked at the contents of the hot search and casually kept his phone. The assistant at the side 

thought that he wanted to speak up for Nian Yue, but he did not do anything. 
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“Why? Do you have questions?” Jiang Yan casually asked his assistant. 

 

“Why didn’t you speak up for Sister Yue?” The assistant had a puzzled expression. He remembered that 

Jiang Yan had a good impression of Nian Yue. 

 

“Don’t you know the saying that the higher you stand, the harder you fall?” 

 

After leaving behind these specious words, Jiang Yan had already left. “Brother Jiang.” Liang Yue had just 

finished filming and was wearing a pair of wide sunglasses that almost covered half of her face. 

 

“Are you done?” Jiang Yan casually asked. 

 

“Mm.” Liang Yue nodded and asked casually, “The movie is about to be released, right? Director Shen’s 

film will definitely be popular this summer. I reckon you’ll gain another wave of popularity…” No matter 

how jealous she was of Nian Yue for acting as the female lead, she had to admit that this movie would 

definitely hit the jackpot this summer! 

 

It was because the director was Shen Jinran, who was the living symbol of the film industry. 

 

“He only released the trailer. From the looks of it, the popularity is still alright…” Jiang Yan laughed. 

 

Liang Yue’s lips twitched as she followed Jiang Yan out. A large group of reporters had already gathered 

at the entrance. When they saw Jiang Yan and Liang Yue walking out together, there were already 

reporters surrounding them. “Best Actor Jiang, is it true that the female lead was originally Liang Yue but 

was intercepted by Nian Yue?” 

 

“The trailer for ‘The Commander’ is on fire and explosive. There are a lot of difficult shots inside. Are 

they all stand-ins?” 

 

“What do you think about the new drama you collaborated with Liang Yue?” 

 



Knowing that Jiang Yan was filming here, the group of reporters had been waiting for a long time. When 

they saw Jiang Yan coming out, they hurriedly surrounded him. 

 

“Yue Yue is an actress I really admire. She is very professional.” Jiang Yan’s lips twitched as he replied in 

an official manner. 

 

Towards the questions asked by the reporters, Jiang Yan merely smiled and didn’t reply. 

 

The reporters had no choice but to turn their microphones towards Liang Yue. 

 

“Miss Liang Yue, was it true that you were supposed to be the female lead of “The Commander”?” 

 

Liang Yue’s lips twitched and the smile on her face remained. “At that time, Director Shen gave me the 

script but because my schedule was too full…” 

 

She did not finish her sentence, but the experienced reporters had already followed her train of 

thought! 

 

Everyone knew that Shen Jinran was a rainmaker in the entertainment industry. There was almost no 

film that did not explode in popularity! 

 

No matter how foolish Liang Yue was, she couldn’t have rejected Shen Jinran’s script! 

 

Furthermore, Liang Yue had frequently appeared in public for the past half a year and had almost no 

time left on her schedule. 

 

The group of reporters had already thought of what to write! 

 

In just a few moments, Liang Yue was on the hot search again. 

 



In an instant, everyone’s hearts ached for Liang Yue’s role being intercepted. Liang Yue’s hot search had 

been on Weibo for two days. In two days, Liang Yue had gained more than a million fans. It had to be 

said that selling sob stories had its effect. 

 

Furthermore, Liang Yue had an inexplicable confidence in her acting skills. 

 

Nian Yue was someone who had never learned how to perform. No matter how tough she was, she 

might not be able to play the role of An Shan. 

 

The role of An Shan was too complicated. She was righteous and hot-blooded. She had her own 

principles, but her methods were ruthless, arrogant and arrogant. If such a role was not played well, it 

would easily attract criticism. Because of a trailer, ‘The Commander’ was a top search item for three 

days. 

 

as a 

 

On the fourth day, ‘The Commander’ was finally released. On the day of the launch, the box office 

earnings exceeded 100 million! 

 

All the viewers who had watched the movie stayed till the end for the Easter egg! 

 

In the end, it was An Shan, who had just experienced an explosion. She stood in front of the screen, still 

looking nonchalant, but there was something in her eyes that shocked people from the bottom of their 

hearts! A ray of hope emanated from the bottom of her heart! Even though she had been in hell, she did 

not give up hope. This was what ‘The Commander’ wanted to express! 

 

Someone had cut the footage of An Shan from the trailer and posted it online. It quickly made it onto 

the hot search! 

 

“So handsome! This little brother is so handsome! When I was watching the movie, I was so focused on 

her that I forgot about the male lead!” 

 

“Beautiful! Me too! She’s so handsome!” 



 

“I heard that all her action scenes were done by herself. There was no processing or multiplying speed in 

the later stages!” 

 

Instantly, the internet was filled with praises, making those who had not watched the movie feel 

tempted! 
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Someone even cut out the movements in her movies and realized that they were all very difficult. It 

could not be done without three to five years of training! 

 

A lot of people had gone to the cinema to watch the movie because of An Shan. Almost everyone who 

had finished watching the movie had voted ten times! 

 

At the same time, more and more people started to wonder if Nian Yue was male or female. 

 

Her cold demeanor already made her look androgynous. In addition, she often looked sloppy in her 

scenes, making her look like a hooligan. Therefore, within a short while, there was another trending 

topic. “Is Nian Yue a boy or a girl?” 

 

was 

 

This topic was extremely popular. In less than half an hour, it had already reached the top of the search 

rankings. 

 

However, people realized that there were very few photos of Nian Yue. Someone dug out photos of her 

as a student of Jiang City No.1 Middle School and went to the Jiang City forum to look for her. It was not 

easy to find one, and it was deleted before it could be posted. 

 

Even the few photos on the topic were edited from the movies. 



 

Instantly, the huge waves of fans had no choice but to seek help from Jiang Yan’s social media account, 

asking if Nian Yue was as handsome in private. 

 

Jiang Yan’s private message exploded and he took a long time before checking his inbox. 

 

Seeing the comments from the netizens, Jiang Yan found a photo from his phone’s photo album and 

posted it. 

 

“The high-definition photos of the little brother you all want.” 

 

In the photo, a handsome youth was playing games under a tree with her phone. She had an earpiece in 

her ear and her eyes were cold. 

 

Because it was taken against the light, her face glowed white in the sunlight. She was just standing there 

like a beautiful painting. Jiang Yan had just posted on his social media account when the comments 

below instantly broke through ten thousand. Almost everyone was focused on An Shan’s appearance. 

Knowing that Nian Yue’s face was exceptionally attractive, Jiang Yan didn’t feel anything 

 

“What is Nian Yue’s social media account?” Jiang Yan casually asked his assistant. “It looks like a letter 

Y…” 

 

The assistant replied. 

 

He remembered that Nian Yue didn’t really like to be on social media. Back then, it was Shen Jinran who 

told her that Nian Yue had casually registered. 

 

Jiang Yan searched for the letter Y and finally found a blank profile. 

 

Nian Yue’s account was very empty. There was only one Weibo post. On it was a casual photo of the 

scenery, with only a few pieces of grass. 

 



She couldn’t even be bothered to write anything. There was only one sentence. 

 

This seemed a lot like what she would do. 

 

Jiang Yan followed the account. 

 

Then, Nian Yue’s social media account exploded! 

 

The fans who had been observing Jiang Yan’s actions saw that he had followed a social media account 

with the letter Y. Those who followed her were Shen Jinran, Jiang Yan and the veteran actor who filmed 

‘The Commander’. Without even thinking, the group of fans knew that this was Nian Yue’s account! 

 

They immediately followed it! 

 

In just half an hour, Nian Yue had gained more than a million fans. 

 

The only post was filled with comments asking for photos. 

 

Nian Yue had just come down from the training ground and took out her phone when she saw it ringing 

non-stop. When she opened her app, she realized that it was filled with private messages. Only then did 

she remember that ‘The Commander’ had been screened. 

 

Seeing Jiang Yan’s post, Nian Yue raised her eyebrows. She remembered that Little Brother was referring 

to handsome boys. 

 

That was indeed her image in the drama. 

 

Thinking of this, Nian Yue didn’t take Jiang Yan’s post to heart and casually liked the post. 

 

With this, the fans thought that she was indeed a handsome little brother. 



 

She had naturally forgotten what Shen Jinran had said at that time. The female lead had not been 

decided yet… 

 

No matter how big the commotion was, Nian Yue did not take it to heart. 

 

After finishing a day of training, Yin Han called her to go over. At this moment, Yin Han was having a 

video conference in front of his computer. 

 

Those who could be here were all senior officials in the country. 

 

“This mission is more difficult. I want to give Nian Yue a chance…” Yin Han leaned back in his chair and 

said his thoughts. 

 

He had used the people from the military to test the virtual system and handed it to Nian Yue. Although 

the president had personally agreed, this group of people would not agree so easily. The virtual system 

was too illusory and would require a lot of money. 
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“You’re giving her a chance? It’s only been three months. What can she have trained to be like?” Yang 

Kai sneered. “She’s just an underage girl. If you hand a group of people to her, she will end up making a 

mess. How are you going to explain yourself!” 

 

He could not stand Nian Yue, much less her training system. 

 

“I have data indicators here. She trained well and her physique is improving…” Yin Han replied. 

 

“Do you have any basis for your statistics? How could you tell with your IQ that a technician did not 

tamper with it?” 

 



“How high do you think your IQ is? If it’s really high, why didn’t you take the test this time?!” Yin Han 

was also angry and retorted. 

 

He and Yang Kai had never been on good terms, and Yin Han was someone who got angry at the 

slightest hint. 

 

There was no doubt that if Yang Kai were here, the two of them would definitely fight. 

 

“That’s because I don’t like it!” 

 

Yang Kai was so angry that his face turned ashen. “No matter what, I don’t agree to letting her do it! I 

will apply to the president myself for this mission!” 

 

Before Yin Han could say anything, Yang Kai cut the video call. 

 

The others who had come to the video conference together were already used to the way the two of 

them wished they could kill each other the moment they spoke. 

 

“I will send the special forces team over for this mission. As for whether she can successfully complete 

the mission, I believe there will be a conclusion soon.” 

 

After ending the video call, there was a knock at the door. Yin Han coughed dryly. “Please come in.” 

 

“General Yin, what’s the matter?” Nian Yue raised her eyebrows. 

 

“Sit.” Yin Han pointed to a chair for her. Nian Yue walked over. 

 

Nian Yue was a very clear person. Usually, she would always be sloppy on the training ground or other 

unimportant occasions. 

 

However, at an important event, one would notice that she was overly serious. 



 

Yin Han coughed dryly. He could feel the aura of a leader from Nian Yue again. 

 

“There will be an international fugitive operation in the country tomorrow.” Yin Han passed him the 

information. “This is a group of fugitives. They are called Black Pandora internationally. They are 

different from the Blood Wolf. They are a group of lunatics that make one’s face turn pale…” 

 

Nian Yue took the information and took a few glances at it. 

 

Poppy… 

 

The woman in the lead could not be seen clearly. She was dressed in black, but her eyes were cold. 

 

Seeing that Nian Yue was looking at her seriously, Yin Han continued to explain, “At the very least, the 

Blood Wolves will do things according to their employers’ requests. However, Pandora is different. 

Wherever she appears, there will be blood. Her methods are extremely cruel…” 

 

The document that Nian Yue had received had its criminal cases. Nian Yue took a few glances at it and 

asked, “Your first examination?” 

 

“Yes.” Yin Han nodded. “If you pass the test this time, I will no longer interfere in the subsequent 

training…” 

 

Even though he had already removed the surveillance cameras, Nian Yue still needed to report to him 

the physical indicators of her team. 

 

If Nian Yue could complete the mission successfully this time, he would completely let go of his control 

over her. 

 

“Sure.” Nian Yue nodded and continued asking, “Is there anything else?” 

 

“That’s it.” 



 

Nian Yue took the information and stood up. When she walked to the door, she seemed to have thought 

of something and replied, “The body data indicator has been sent to your computer.” 

 

Before Yin Han could say anything, Nian Yue had already left. 

 

Yin Han turned on his computer and had no choice but to type out the report. 
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However, when he saw the data report, the shock on Yin Han’s face could not be concealed anymore! 

 

“What exactly did she do to make everyone’s physical statistics improve so quickly in just three 

months!” 

 

Three months ago, only Li Yi’s physical stats were passable. Even Wang Yang failed. 

 

But it had only been half a year! 

 

Wang Yang’s physical stats were comparable to Li Yi’s! 

 

Even the figures of the others were rising in a straight line! 

 

Yin Han could vaguely understand what Nian Yue had asked him back then! 

 

He was already regretting it! 

 

If only he had given Nian Yue a bigger squad… 



 

If everyone’s physical statistics could reach the current standards! 

 

Then they would have a terrifying group! “Physical data indicators do not represent comprehensive 

combat ability.” Yang Zheng walked in from outside and took the data from his hand to take a look. A 

hint of surprise flashed across his eyes. “Her real ability depends on the assessment situation this time!” 

 

This team was handed to Nian Yue for three months. Not only did they want their members to improve 

their physical fitness, they also wanted them to solve the problem perfectly! 

 

“I look forward to seeing you complete your mission, Nian Yue.” 

 

Yin Han’s eyes were deep. If Nian Yue could lead the team to ace the mission this time, he could apply to 

his superiors to let Nian Yue stay in the team as a special training officer. 

 

However, the opponent they encountered this time was not easy to deal with… 

 

Inside a large shopping mall, there was a festive mood among the throngs of shoppers since it was the 

weekend. 

 

“Bang!” 

 

“Bang!” 

 

“Bang!” 

 

Gunshots suddenly rang from outside. A group of vicious criminals had already rushed in! 

 

The bustling shopping mall was a mess! 

 



A woman’s scream was mixed with a child’s cries! 

 

Everyone simultaneously ran towards the door! 

 

VA 

 

However, the door was already tightly blocked. A group of men in black held guns and pressed them 

against the forehead of the person who was the fastest. “Don’t move! Otherwise, I’ll shoot you!” 

 

That person was already so scared that his face turned pale. His legs went weak and he almost knelt 

down! 

 

When the others saw this, their faces turned pale. Some of them even fainted! 

 

“Men on the left and women on the right, stand properly within three minutes!” 

 

The leader was holding a gun. With a few gunshots, the noisy crowd instantly quieted down! 

 

“1, 2, 3…” 

 

The countdown had already begun. Everyone ran to their seats in a panic! 

 

“A bunch of useless things!” The leader sneered. 

 

At this moment, a child’s cries pierced through the clouds! 

 

A middle-aged man in his thirties was carrying a one-year-old baby in his arms! 

 

The baby cried until he was out of breath and his face was red! 



 

“Give it to me!” The leader of the men in black had already aimed a black gun at the middle-aged man 

holding the child! 

 

The man was already scared out of his wits, but he still stubbornly refused to let go of the child! 

 

“I’m sorry, sir! The child is still young and insensible!” 

 

The man hugged the child and kowtowed profusely, his face full of pleading. 

 

“Please, don’t make things difficult for the child…” 

 

The middle-aged man’s face turned pale and he was still pleading. 

 

“Of course I won’t make things difficult for the child, because…” 

 

The leader of the criminals said with a faint smile, “I will send him to meet the King of Hell!” 

 

It had been a long time since she had seen such sincere emotions from the bottom of her heart! 

 

If she were to kill the child, she believed that this middle-aged man would feel like the sky was falling… 

 

“No…” 

 

The middle-aged man’s eyes were filled with fear. The gun was pressed against his forehead, and he felt 

a chill on his forehead. 

 

“Whether you want it or not, I have the final say…” 

 



The woman sneered and pulled the trigger. 

 

At the same time, a gust of wind came from behind. The woman subconsciously dodged to the side, only 

to feel her wrist go numb. The pistol had been snatched away and it was pointed at her forehead! 

 

The beautiful youth in black sportswear was already standing in front of her. Her slender and fair fingers 

took the pistol and spun it around. “Do you think it’s still valid if you say it now?” 

 

Her voice was slow and his attitude was cynical, but she exuded a strong aura. 

 

The woman and the criminals behind her were shocked! 
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“Who exactly are you!” 

 

All the guns were aimed at her! 

 

“Who am I?” 

 

Nian Yue shrugged her shoulders and continued with her sloppy attitude. “Take a guess?” 

 

“You!” 

 

The group of criminals’ faces darkened at her teasing. “Don’t be so shameless…” 

 

“Don’t talk so much nonsense. Finishing the mission is more important!” the woman said coldly. 

 



“Then it looks like you don’t want this life anymore?” Nian Yue raised her eyebrows. 

 

“I do, of course I do…” The woman smiled coquettishly. She took off the veil on her face, revealing her 

beautiful face.” I believe you’ll be protective of the fairer sex, handsome?” 

 

She blinked and lowered her voice. 

 

Her eyes were extremely beautiful, the light blue color. In one gaze one would subconsciously be 

immersed in them. 

 

“Of course…” 

 

The corners of Nian Yue’s lips twitched. Her cold face instantly became radiant. 

 

The woman heaved a sigh of relief. She had thought that this youth with a strong aura would be 

extremely difficult to deal with! She did not expect him to be obsessed with beauty… 

 

“I won’t.” 

 

Nian Yue spat out these two words coldly and pulled the trigger! 

 

The woman was shocked! 

 

What went wrong? Why was this youth not under her hypnosis! 

 

The group of criminals surrounding her were shocked by her series of actions! 

 

Who was this young man? 

 

But then, they were extremely furious! 



 

“Fire!” 

 

The leader was killed by her! 

 

What else did they have to worry about! 

 

All the guns were pointed at the girl. Nian Yue waved the gun in her hand and snapped her fingers! 

 

The snipers hiding in the dark were all in position! 

 

The group of criminals were instantly killed! 

 

The ground was filled with corpses and blood flowed like a river. 

 

With one hand in her pocket, Nian Yue walked over and carried the child on the ground. 

 

She walked towards the middle-aged man. 

 

The man was stunned for a long time. “Thank you, thank you!” 

 

It was only when he received the child that he was moved to tears! He kept thanking Nian Yue. 

 

“You’re welcome.” Nian Yue raised her eyebrows. Li Yi, Wang Yang, and the others behind her had 

already walked over. 

 

“Boss, you solved the problem too quickly. We thought we were going to have a fight…” 

 



Wang Yang was excited. He had thought that this mission would be extremely tough, but he did not 

expect Nian Yue to solve it so quickly! 

 

“Do you want something different?” Nian Yue crossed her arms and raised her eyebrows. 

 

“Yes!” 

 

It was a uniform sound! 

 

After being trained by Nian Yue for three months, this group of people had long wanted to be different. 

 

“Sure, then let’s do it in real combat in the next three months.” Nian Yue’s lips curled up slightly. “I 

won’t be returning.” 

 

When she was overseas, she could still do something different. 

 

When Yin Han received the notification for completing the mission, his jaw almost dropped! 

 

“She’s settled…” 

 

She had taken care of it in less than twenty minutes. He seriously suspected that Nian Yue was insulting 

his intelligence. 

 

Yin Han could no longer stay calm. He sent the details of the mission to the president. 

 

After seeing the situation, the other party chuckled. “As expected of the person he fancies…” 

 

How bad could someone he liked be? 

 



“Then… the special forces want to operate internationally and won’t be returning to Jiang City for the 

time being…” Yin Han said. 

 

Jiang City was too safe, and they had little combat experience. 

 

On the other hand, she could do it freely overseas. 

 

“Sure. Three months. Let’s see what they can do.” The man’s voice was mixed with a hint of teasing. 

“Will the Imperial University open another course this year?” 

 

“Yes. You mean…” 

 

“They can enter as the first batch of students.” 

 

He was getting more and more curious about what this special forces team could do. 

 

Yin Han did not react until he left the office. 

 

Nian Yue was probably the only person who could be allowed to enter the Imperial University’s new 

department. 

 

However, he felt that with Nian Yue’s sloppy personality, she would probably not be interested in this. 

 

In the cold basement of the black Pandora, the woman in the lead had a dark expression. “Is this all 

you’ve got? How did you end up in such a state with an unknown team?!” 
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Pandora looked at the recording in her hand and was so angry that she almost threw her phone. 



 

She was extremely beautiful and wore a black dress that accentuated her figure. Even her face was 

beautiful, but she exuded the aura of a dead person. 

 

“They’re Chinese…” 

 

The man opposite her raised his eyebrows slightly. “Didn’t you always look down on the Chinese! How 

was the surprise this time?” 

 

“Shut up!” Pandora was so angry that her face was ashen. Then, she composed herself and continued 

asking, “Mo Yi, didn’t you move around in the country? Have you seen them?! 

 

“Oh…” 

 

Mo Yi rubbed his temples. “There are so many people in China, how could I have seen everyone? 

However, there’s a young lady who’s quite likable…” 

 

Speaking of which, he had not seen her for a long time and missed her a little. 

 

“You didn’t get her here?” Pandora calmed down and sat opposite him. She poured a glass of red wine 

for both of them. 

 

“She…” 

 

Mo Yi’s mind flashed past her sloppy appearance. “is quite interesting…” 

 

Pandora took a sip of red wine and said slowly, “Let’s not bother about her for now. This time, it seems 

like someone from China has appeared. The country has extended its hand here, and they are really 

bold…” 

 



“It should be that old fox Yin Han…” Mo Yi rubbed his chin and continued as if he had thought of 

something.” I reckon this group of people won’t be going back anytime soon. You have to pay more 

attention.” 

 

After all, they had just arrived here and there were already so many people. 

 

“Heh!” Pandora sneered. “They’re just a bunch of immature kids. I was too careless the last time… the 

next time we meet, I will kill her myself!” 

 

The results of the college entrance examination were released in the latter part of June when Nian Yue 

was still in combat overseas. When Wang Zhizhi saw her score, her jaw almost dropped. 

 

She immediately called Nian Yue. “Yue Yue, the college entrance examination results are out. Did you 

see your score?” 

 

Wang Zhizhi was so agitated that she almost jumped up on the spot. 

 

“Yes.” Nian Yue was leaning against the wall with a timer in her hand. 

 

A gun battle was happening opposite her. The criminal who had just been committing crimes was 

instantly killed by the sniper! “Three minutes and 21 seconds…” 

 

Nian Yue pressed the timer. 

 

“Three seconds faster than the last time…” 

 

“Boss, how was it? How did the mission go?” Wang Yang and Li Yi ran over to claim credit. 

 

“Not bad.” Nian Yue leaned against the wall and played with the timer in her hand. 

 

“Let’s go back first.” Nian Yue gestured to the few of them. 



 

Wang Zhizhi noticed the commotion and asked curiously, “Yue Yue, are you outside?” 

 

“Yes.” Nian Yue nodded. “It’s fine. Tell me.” 

 

Knowing that Nian Yue was doing a secret mission outside, Wang Zhizhi did not continue to harp on this 

matter. Instead, she continued, “Why are you so calm? You’re the top student of Jiang City’s college 

entrance examination! Did you know that?!” 

 

At that time, she thought that Nian Yue was just joking. She did not expect that Nian Yue would really be 

the top scorer! 

 

Most importantly, from this semester onwards, she had only just passed the Chinese Literature 

examination! 

 

“Yes.” Nian Yue nodded, a rare smile in her voice. “I said I want to show you guys how it’s done…” 

 

“I thought you were just saying…” 

 

She did not expect that Nian Yue would really become the top scholar of Jiang City’s college entrance 

examination. 

 

– Inside the office of the third-year teachers – 

 

“The scores are out this time. The kids from Class A did well, especially Lin Nan and Wang Zhizhi. Both of 

them scored more than 600 points…” Duan Yu said with a smile, holding the register. 

 

“How did Qu Jing do?” a teacher asked. 

 

After all, Qu Jing was the undefeatable number one student in Class B. If he performed normally this 

time, he should have no problem becoming the top student in Jiang City. 



 

“Qu Jing did pretty well too. He scored a little over 700 points,” Teacher Li replied, his face full of pride. 

 

“What about Nian Yue? She should have done well this time, right?” Old Sun asked. 

 

After the college entrance examination, he even called Nian Yue. In the end, Nian Yue assured him. 

 

“Nian Yue should be able to pass the Chinese Literature examination this time…” The English teacher 

smiled and chimed in. 

 

After all, besides Chinese, Nian Yue had never performed badly in anything else. She always scored full 

marks. 

 

Chapter 159 First Mission! Absolute Kill! (4) 

 

“Teacher Sun, take a look for yourself and you’ll know.” Duan Yu smiled and passed him the roster. 

 

As it was a newly printed roster, it was usually in the hands of the form teacher. When this group of 

teachers knew that the results were coming out today, they rushed over early in the morning. 

 

“Nian Yue should be able to get into the 65th percentile…” a teacher guessed. 

 

“It’s a little difficult to get 700 marks. After all, her essay has never been good…” 

 

Essays relied on accumulation of knowledge over many years. It was unlikely to improve in a short 

period of time. 

 

The other teachers had already started discussing. Old Sun started looking down from the middle for the 

sake of his heart. 

 



He did not see Nian Yue’s name. 

 

With Nian Yue’s sloppy personality, did she forget to write her name? 

 

This was the first thought that came to Old Sun’s mind. 

 

It shouldn’t be… 

 

Old Sun started looking up from the middle, but he couldn’t find the top ten. 

 

“Old Sun, have you found it? How did Nian Yue do this time?” a teacher asked. 

 

“I’m looking for her, don’t worry…” Old Sun didn’t even look up. He finally found the first few places and 

kept looking for the first place. When he saw Nian Yue’s name, he thought that he had made a mistake! 

 

748! 

 

It was a difference of two points to full marks! 

 

“How did Nian Yue do?” 

 

“That’s right. Old Sun, don’t hold on to the roster alone. Share it with us!” 

 

The other teachers were already extremely anxious. After all, Nian Yue was an existence that the 

teachers had high hopes for. 

 

“748, our Jiang City’s top scorer this year!” Duan Yu said with a smile! 

 

“No way? She scored 148 for Chinese? There was only a deduction of two points?” A teacher was 

shocked. 



 

“She will definitely get full marks for her other subjects, and the only thing that will cause her to lose 

points will probably be her Chinese essay…” 

 

“Didn’t she only get 30 for her essay in the mock exam?” 

 

“Teacher Sun, this is the essay you gave Nian Yue, right?” Duan Yu smiled and took a stack of essay 

papers with full marks from under the table. 

 

Old Sun walked over and took the composition document from her. He casually flipped through it. It was 

still brand new. 

 

However, the pages showed signs of flipping. “I found this when I was packing up my class after the 

college entrance examination.” Duan Yu explained, “I heard that Nian Yue memorized all the writing 

materials you gave her…” 

 

An entire essay with full marks for the college entrance examination was worth millions of words! 

 

Not only did Nian Yue finish reading it, she even memorized it all! 

 

He had always thought that Nian Yue was sloppy and would not listen to his words carefully. 

Unexpectedly, this child… 

 

Old Sun suddenly felt his eyes turn a little sore. 

 

Nothing was more worthy of pride than nurturing a student who had failed the exam into a college 

entrance examination top scorer with a difference of two points! 

 

Due to the news of her results in Jiang City, Nian Yue had received countless phone calls these few days. 

Almost all of them were congratulating her on becoming the college entrance examination champion. 

 

Nian Yue was not surprised that she could become the college entrance examination champion. 



 

She had a good memory. She studied the composition document Old Sun gave for a while and learned 

what the examiners liked. 

 

To her, it was difficult to get full marks for a Chinese essay, but it was not difficult to get high marks. 

 

In the past few months, an unknown operation team had suddenly appeared in the country. They were 

decisive and ruthless. No matter what trouble it was, it could be resolved immediately in their hands! 

 

Initially, some people did not believe this and insisted on giving it a try. However, almost everyone who 

came to give it a try did not return. 

 

When Yin Han saw the battle report the Special Investigations Unit brought over, he smiled so widely 

that the corners of his mouth reached behind his ears! 

 

Such speed and ability was indeed something that only Nian Yue’s team could achieve! 

 

He suddenly understood what Nian Yue meant by regret! He was filled with regret! 

 

Why didn’t he give her the best soldiers back then?! 

 

 

Chapter 160 New Cadet (1) 

 

To think that she could nurture someone in the middle and lower percentiles to such a state. If she was 

given the best soldiers, he would never dare to imagine the results! 

 

“Are you sure? You’ve nurtured them for so long and you’re returning them to me?” Yin Han looked a 

little regretful as he held the resignation letter Nian Yue had just handed over. 

 



“Will you give me the men I want?” Nian Yue had her hands in her pockets and there was still a hint of 

indifference on her face. 

 

She had brought a few people overseas for three months, but everyone’s various abilities had improved 

tremendously! 

 

“Sure…” Yin Han agreed readily, which was beyond Nian Yue’s expectations. 

 

“What’s the condition?” Nian Yue raised her eyebrows. 

 

She had always believed that nothing good would come out of nowhere. 

 

Especially when this person was Yin Han. 

 

“Imperial University just opened a specialization this year and we want you to be in the first batch of 

students.” Yin Han stated his conditions. 

 

He had thought that Nian Yue would not have any decent results. However, when he saw Nian Yue’s 

college entrance examination scores, he was dumbfounded. 

 

To think he wanted to help Nian Yue through the back door, she might not even go over if he begged her 

now. 

 

With such a high score, she would be sought after everywhere. 

 

At this moment, Yin Han was extremely glad that he had met Nian Yue early. 

 

“An experimental major?” Nian Yue raised her eyebrows. 

 

“That’s not the case…” Yin Han smiled.” You have to know that this major has very high standards for 

students. Even the country’s top scorer might not be able to enter.” “Sure.” Nian Yue agreed readily. 



 

Seeing her nod, Yin Han hurriedly took out the admission notice from his drawer. “Then we’ll start 

school. See you at Imperial University.” 

 

Nian Yue took the notice and glanced at him coldly. 

 

“Cough cough…” 

 

Yin Han coughed dryly. “Student Nian Yue, is there anything else?” 

 

Nian Yue left. 

 

Yin Han was so happy that he almost jumped up on the spot when she disappeared. 

 

He had convinced her! 

 

Nian Yue would report to Imperial University! 

 

And it was even a new major! 

 

Yin Han immediately called the Imperial University happily. “I’ll be the instructor for this year’s military 

training.” 

 

On the day of school, Nian Yue packed her luggage and went to the Imperial University to report. 

 

Wang Zhizhi and Lin Nan were with her. 

 

“It’s a new major. I heard that it’s an all-rounded talent…” Wang Zhizhi carried her school bag and stood 

at the Imperial gate, her face full of excitement. 

 



“I’m afraid with your stamina, you can’t keep up…” Lin Nan glanced at her coldly. 

 

Wang Zhizhi was an expert with her computer, but she had a physique that could tire her out even if she 

ran eight hundred meters. 

 

“It’s alright, I have Yue Yue…” Wang Zhizhi stuck out her tongue at him. 

 

Because today was the last day of school, there were not many people on the campus. 

 

Nian Yue had just returned from overseas yesterday and had flown to the capital today. 

 

The three of them went to the registration area. There were already students from the Student Union 

waiting there. 

 

“Hello, are you here to sign up?” A senior was already waiting at the door. 

 

“Fill in the form first…” Someone handed her the form. 

 

“Thank you very much.” Nian Yue thanked him casually and took the pen to fill it. 

 

She wrote very quickly. With one hand, she wrote in an elegant cursive, which was bold and 

domineering. 

 

Just like her entire self. 

 

The Student Union member entered her information into the system. “Nian Yue, 

 

right?” 

 

When he saw the name, there was a moment of shock on his face. 



 

The main lead of the popular movie “The Commander’ this summer was called Nian Yue. 

 

The boy narrowed his eyes. The person in front of him looked like An Shan in the movies. 

 

But it was different. 

 

She was even colder and more handsome. Just by standing there, one could not take their eyes off her. 

 

“Is there anything else?” Nian Yue raised her eyebrows. 

 

“No, no.” The boy shook his head hurriedly. 

 

The new major had very high requirements. The female protagonist of ‘The Commander’ should be in 

the acting department. She might not be able to enter this profession. 

 

After receiving the report, Nian Yue and Wang Zhizhi entered the dormitory. 

 

Because it was a new major and the requirements were high, there were not many people. 

 

Nian Yue and Wang Zhizhi found the dormitory and briefly packed their things. 

 

The dormitory was a four-person room. While the two of them were packing their things, someone had 

already pushed open the door and entered. 

 

The person who came in was a girl in glasses. She looked to be around 18 or 19 years old. She wore a 

black dress. When she saw the two of them, she didn’t even look up and walked straight over. 

 

Nian Yue was leaning against the bed, playing games. Wang Zhizhi was sitting at the side, munching on 

melon seeds. Seeing that it was about time, the two of them prepared to go down to eat. 



 

The girl in black reminded them, “You’ve taken Xu Mo’s place…” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


